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A b s t r a c t - - M o s t  organizations, from private business to scientific institutes, own large informa- 
tion databases. Analysis of these databases can be very beneficial to the owner organizations, as it 
contributes to knowledge discovery, rib extract broader and more accurate conclusions, knowledge 
discovery techniques need to be applied on a collection of databases of different organizations involved 
in the same field. This paper addresses two issues associated with electronic data gathering: confi- 
dentiality of the organization that supplies a particular database, and authentication of the provided 
data. @ 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. I N T R O D U C T I O N  

Nowadays, business and scientific organizations collect da ta  in great magni tude and organize 

them in databases.  Analysis of these databases can be very beneficial, as it leads to knowledge 
discovery. To this end, considerable effort has been devoted to the development of methods that  
contribute to knowledge discovery, using data  mining techniques [1]. Rules derived from a single 
database capture cognition tha t  is embedded in the specific data.  These rules may  be sufficient 

for the needs of a single organization but  several factors may limit the global scope of these rules. 

For example,  cognition derived from the database of a hospital may be restricted to people living 
in a narrow region, with specific environmental impacts,  specific nutri t ion habits, etc. Applying 
knowledge discovery techniques on the collection of databases of all the organizations tha t  are 

active in a particular area is likely to produce much broader knowledge. 

Discovery of broader and more accurate knowledge on fields like medicine, education, eco- 
nomics, and others, is very important  for each organization individually, but it is also important  
for the field as a whole. Ideally, to extract  this knowiedge one would require the collection and 
analysis of da ta  originating from all organizations on tile field. However, this is not always pos- 
sible and the organizations are in general unwilling to expose their data,  due to issues related to 
privacy and confidentiality. 

In this paper,  we consider the scenario where several organizations want to electronically gather 

all their da ta  in a common database,  which will be announced to all of them. Furthermore,  the 
data  have to be collected in such a way tha t  the corresponding source organizations will not be 

identified from the data. In the rest of the paper, organizations will be referred to as Alices, 
following a convention widely used in cryptography. The security requirements tha t  must be 
satisfied by the proposed scheme for electronic da ta  gathering with privacy, are the following. 

1. Completeness: All valid da ta  are gathered correctly if all Aliees follow the protocol. 
2. Privacy: I t  is infeasible to associate individual databases to the Alices. 

3. Eligibility: Only legitimate Alices are allowed to send data. 
4. Authentication: Each Alice sends valid data. 
5. Verifiability: Each Alice is able to verify whether her da ta  are correctly included in the 

aggregated data. 

All aforementioned requirements with the exception of the forth, are identical to the ones 

needed for secure voting system on a public network (for example, see [2-6]). The requirement 
imposed by some e-voting systems of just one vote per voter is not necessary in our case. Thus, to 
meet the aforementioned objectives we need to modify e-voting protocols to meet  the additional 
requirement of authentication of transferred da ta  without the restriction of just one package 
submission. The proposed scheme considers the existence of a third party, namely, the Collector, 
who is responsible for gathering the data  of all legitimate Alices and for the distribution of the 
aggregation of the da ta  back to all Alices. It  also requires a verifier for each da ta  record. The 
details of this approach are discussed in Section 2. Security analysis of the proposed scheme is 
given in Section 3 and complexity issues are described in Section 4. Conclusions and outlines for 

further research are given in Section 5. 

2. E - G A T H E R I N G  T H R O U G H  
M O D I F I C A T I O N  O F  E - V O T I N G  P R O T O C O L S  

The proposed approach is a modification of recent e-voting protocols to ensure privacy pre- 
serving in electronic data  gathering. Alices are organizations working on the same field, such as 
different hospitals, pharmaceutical  companies, banks, schools, etc. The Collector could be either 
a national authori ty  or an organization, like the World Health Organization, a manager or a 
director of an organization, or even a machine. The Collector holds a list of the identities of all 
Alices tha t  will participate in the electronic da ta  gathering. 
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Each record of a database is assumed to be a vector of values (numerical or categorical) of the 
form ~j  = (Wjl,W52,... ,wj,~). Each Alice must send all wl ,w2, . . .  ,@k to all other Alices via 
the Collector. 

Each record ~j  has to be accompanied by a digital signature verifying its validity. This digital 
signature must come from an expert on the field, e.g., a doctor for medical data or a bank 
manager for financial data, called Ezpert. Each Alice, as an organization, may employ more than 
one Expert.  The Experts '  digital signature is implemented using a hash function H. The record 
~j  is signed as 

SignEu (wj) = DEU (H (@j)), 

where DEW is the private key of the Experts Union (common for all Experts) and SignEu denotes 
the common signature of all Experts. Thus, each Expert  forms the pairs, 

['wj, SignEu (~j)] = Aj, 

for all his records and passes them to Alice, keeping a copy for his own archive. Alice verifies the 
Expert 's  Union signature on every record and then she signs for the Expert  the number of total 
records, denoted by nor, he hands over to her. The Expert  verifies Alices signature on nor. 

When each Expert  completes this process, he sends to the Collector a message containing, 

(a) the number nor of records; 
(b) Alice's signature on nor; and 
(c) the Experts '  Union signature on nor, i.e., a triple of the form, 

[nor, Sign A (nor),  SignEu (nor)]. 

The Collector verifies the Experts '  Union signature on every triple and deduces from the triples 
the total number of expected records. The Collector sets a deadline for the receipt of all the 
data  and also selects a pair (Do, E0) of private and public keys, announcing E0 to all Alices. 
The public key E0 is used by all Aliees for the encryption of all packages A s to zj = Eo(Aj). 
Subsequently, each Alice blinds zj as 

ej = B l i n d  (zj, rj),  

where rj is a randomly selected blinding 
signature. The triple [IDA, ej, Signa(e~)], 
signature, is sent to the Collector by Alice. 
and checks if Alice is registered on the list 
and sends it back to Alice. 

factor [7]. Alice also signs ej as SignA(ej) using her 
containing Alice's identity, her blinded data, and her 
The Collector verifies Alice's identity and her signature 
of participants. If this is true, he signs ej as Signc(ey ) 

Alice verifies the Collector's signature over her data, she unblinds Signc(e3), and derives the 
Collector's signature on zj, that  is Signc(zj). All the pairs [zj, Signc(zj)  ] of signed records are 
separately transmitted to the Collector through an anonymous channel [3,8-10]. The Collector 
verifies his signature and considers zj as a valid data  record. 

When the deadline is reached and all Alices have sent their data, tile Collector puts the aggre- 
gation of the encrypted data, along with his signature on them, to a list as pairs, 

[zj, Sign c (zj)],  

and announces them to all Alices. 
Each Alice verifies that  her data are correctly included in the list by the z i tha t  originated from 

her. Finally, the Collector announces his private key Do to all Aliees. Alices decrypt all the zj 
deriving all Aj. Then, they verify each Aj by the Experts '  Union signature, and perform data 
cleaning by discarding from the list the nonverified data  (if such exist). From the verified Aj, 
Alices retrieve the '~j and start data processing. 
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The procedures involved in the proposed scheme can be summarized in the following steps. 

• Phase 1: Initialization and Expert  Validation 
(a) The Collector announces the deadline for the receipt of all data and a public key E0. 
(b) Each Exper t  signs with the Experts '  Union signature each valid data  record and 

passes it to the corresponding Alice. Alice verifies the Experts '  Union signature on 
every record and signs the nor for the Expert.  The Experts  verify Alices' signature 
o n  n o r .  

(c) The Expert  then sends to the Collector the exact number of records nor he has signed 
for Alice, along with her signature and the Experts '  Union signature on nor. The 
Collector verifies the Experts '  Union signature on the nor's and accepts them. 

(d) Each Alice encrypts the pairs of records and the corresponding signatures using the 

public key E0. 
• Phase 2: Blind Signing and Data Collection (for each Alice) 

(e) Alice blinds the encrypted data, she signs them using her private key, and sends them 

along with her identity to the Collector. 
(f) The Collector verifies Alice's signature and identity, and accepts the package. 
(g) The Collector signs the data  and sends it back to Alice. 
(h) Alice verifies the Collector's signature, she unblinds the data  and sends them back to 

the Collector in form of separate records through an anonymous channel. 
(i) The Collector identifies his signature on the encrypted data  and accepts them. 

• Phase 3: Data Distribution and Verification 
(j) After the deadline and the receipt of all data, the Collector posts all the encrypted 

data  with his signature on them, in a list and sends them to all the Alices. 
(k) Each Alice verifies that  her data  are correctly included in the list. 

• Phase 4: Keys Disclosure and Data Cleaning 
(1) The Collector releases the private key Do to all Alices. 

(m) Each Alice performs decryption of all the data  and data  cleaning by discarding any 
unverified records. In conclusion, all valid data  are exposed to all Alices. 

3.  S E C U R I T Y  A N A L Y S I S  

Next, we analyze the security of the proposed scheme by considering various possible attacks. 

The following cases are examined. 

A L I C E  IS AN A C T I V E  C H E A T E R .  

(i) Assume that  one Alice wants to cheat the other Alices in order to see their data without 
submitting any of her data. In this case, the Collector can prove which Alice hasn't  send 
data  by checking the list of participants and the corresponding identifications IdA he has 
received at Step (f). So, he can ask Alice to provide him with his signature Signc(ej). 
Notice that  Alice cannot forge his signature. 

(ii) Suppose that  one Alice sends her data at Step (e), gets the Collector's signature but she 
does not return the unblinded data  back to the Collector at Step (h). After the expiration 
of the deadline the Collector checks the packages of the form, 

[nor, Sign a (nor),  SignEu (nor)], 

that  he has received from the Experts, and computes the sum, 

s = ~ n o r .  

A 

Then, s, which is the number of expected data, is compared with the number of received 
data  through the anonymous channel. If the numbers do not agree, he does not release 
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(iii) 

(iv) 

his private key and announces to all Alices that  they have offended the regulations and 
also the exact number of data that  have not been send. The Collector announces a final 
deadline for the receipt of missing data. If the total number of records is not sent up to 
the new deadline, then the offender Alice can be disclosed by the Experts. The same case 
holds if Alice doesn't  send all her data. 

Suppose that  Alice sends invalid data at Step (h) in order to mislead all the other Aliees. 
These data  will not be signed by the Expert  (only original data  records are signed at 
Step (b) with the Experts '  Union signature SignEv), thus, the data  will not be verified at 
the last step. Invalid data wiI1 be discarded from the list and only valid data will remain. 
Also, the malicious Alice can be immediately exposed by the Experts. Thus, the data 
authentication criterion is fulfilled. 

On Step (d) Alice encrypts her packages using the Collector's public key. The usual 
cryptosystems for e-voting schemes are based on the E1Gamal cryptosystem. For the 
E1 Gamal eryptosystem the eneryption of usj is 

(.qk modp,  E0 k ( ~ j ) m o d p )  , 

where k is a random key, p is a prime number, and g is the generator of Zp. Thus, if we 
suppose that  Alice or Oscar (an intruder) wants to derive the Collector's private key Do, 
he has to solve the equation, 

lifO = gDo modp, 

which is identical to solving the discrete logarithm problem. If he wants to decrypt a 
specific message encrypted by an Alice, he has to deduce 

F, ko = gDok modp, 

from the quantities, 

EO = flDo modp, and gk modp.  

Solving this problem is as difficult as solving the Diffie-Hellman problem [11]. 

THE COLLECTOR IS A PASSIVE CHEATER. 

It is infeasible for the Collector or an intruder to associate individual records to Alices at 
Step (f), since each encrypted record is blinded by Alice. It is also infeasible for the Collector 
to detect the source of unblinded data  since he receives them in separated records through an 
anonymous channel. Thus, privacy is ensured. 

THE COLLECTOR IS AN ACTIVE CHEATER. 

(i) Communications at Steps (e) and (g) are registered submissions, since they are both 
signed by the sender. This means that  the sender cannot cheat. Specifically, in Step (g), 
we suppose that  the Collector tries to abuse Alice by sending her a signed but  fault package 
Signc(e}). Then, the verification at Step (h) of the Collector's signature over Alice's data 
fails and Alice can prove the fraud. 

(ii) At the verification phase the Collector's private key is not revealed until each Alice verifies 
that  her data  are correctly included in the list. If Alice's data  zi are not included in the 
list then Alice can force the Collector to sign again all data  in the list. By publishing 
through an anonymous channel the signature of the Collector Signc(zi  ) on her encrypted 
data  at Step (h), she can prove that  for all signed encrypted data  Signc(zj)  in the list, it 
holds that  Signc(zj)  ~ Signc(z~ ). In the same way, if Alice's data  in the list are distorted, 
she can announce through an anonymous channel that  some (or all) of her records are 
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distorted, and verify this fact by publishing her encrypted data  signed by the Collector 
([zi, Signc(z~)] ) that  she gets at Stcp (g). For all other Alices it is trivial to check if 

[zi, Sign c (zi)] ¢ [zj, Sign c (zj)],  

for all the Alice's i records and all j records in the list. Thus, verifiability is secured. 
(iii) The Collector can t ry  to mislead Alices by adding invalid data  in the list. However, Aliees 

will identify these invalid data since it will not have the Experts  signature and it will be 
discarded at the verification phase. 

4 .  C O M P L E X I T Y  I S S U E S  

For the computation of the complexity of the proposed electronic data gathering protocol, we 
consider as a measure the number of 

1. encryptions and decryptions, 
2. signatures and verifications, 
3. sendings, 
4. blindings and unblindings. 

We assume that  each one of these operations bears a computational cost equal to 1. 

Let e be the number of all Experts, n the number of all Alices and ~ A  nor the sum of all 
records that  will be gathered through the process. Then, the computational cost of each step of 
the e-gathering protocol, described in Section 2, is 

1: (a) none; 

1: (b) at most 2 ~ A  nor signatures and 2 ~ A  nor verifications; 
1: (c) e signatures + e sendings + e verifications; 
1: (d) ~ A  nor encryptions; 
2: (e) }-~-A nor blindings + ~ A  nor signatures + ~ A  nor sendings; 
2: (f) Y]A nor verifications; 
2: (g) ~'-A nor signatures + Y]A nor sendings; 
2: (h) ~ A  nor verifications + •A nor unblindings + f (}-~A nor, k); 
2: (i) ~ A  nor verifications; 
3: (j) n sendings; 
3: (k) none; 
4: (1) n sendings; 
4: (m) }-]-A nor decryptions. 

Thus, the computational cost of the scheme is 

where the first three terms measure the computational cost of the gathering process, while the 
term f (Y]A nor, h) is the computational cost due to the use of an anonymous channel of commu- 
nication with k MIXes. 

The anonymous channel with h MIXes was initially proposed by Chaum in [3]. Its computa- 
tional cost for m senders and only one receiver, is computed to be 

z = 3 m x ( k + l ) .  

Improvements of Chaum's protocol for anonymous channels with k MiXes have been proposed 
in [9,10]. The computational complexity associated with the use of these protocols is of the same 
order. 
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In the proposed scheme, we use an anonymous channel for n Alices (senders) with }-~A nor 
rccords and one receiver, the Collector. In this case, rn corresponds to ~ A  nor, since each record 
is t ransmitted separately. Thus, the previous result for z becomes 

Combining these results, the total computational cost of the proposed scheme is, at most, 

This cost can be significantly reduced if a proper grouping of the records, is used in the communi- 
cations, and will be considered in a future work. (Note that  the term proper refers to a grouping 
that  preserves the privacy of the Alices involved.) Proper  grouping of the records can also be 
used in the simple sendings at Steps (e) and (g) of the proposed scheme, thereby reducing further 
the overall computational cost of the scheme. Finally, note that  the number e of the Experts 
cannot exceed ~ A  nor. 

5. C O N C L U S I O N S  A N D  F U T U R E  R E S E A R C H  

A modification of recently proposed e-voting systems for privacy preserving electronic data 
gathering is proposed. This modification includes an additional type of entities, namely Alices, 
which need not be trusted. Alices are the organizations that  employ the Experts, which in turn 
correspond to the voters of the e-voting system. The data  Collector recognizes the Experts '  
Union signature and Alices' identities, without being able to associate the databases to the 
corresponding Alices. 

Most relevant studies on data collection do not consider the privacy of the senders of the 
data, or the authentication of the data. Significant effort has been devoted to address the issue 
of processing data  that  are distributed to many sources [12 14] but  these approaches do not 
consider electronic data  gathering. 

The proposed scheme is a first approach that  satisfies all five requirements of completeness of 
scheme, privacy and eligibility of Alices, authentication of data  and verifiability of data, that  are 
necessary for electronic data gathering with privacy. 

In a future work we intend to study alternative approaches for the implementation of electronic 
data gathering with privacy, including distributed e-gathering without a collector. Moreover, 
combinations of the proposed scheme with other anonymous channel and e-voting protocols will 
be considered. The application of data mining in this setting need also be investigated. Finally, we 
would like to point out that  the proposed scheme can be extended to other related and interesting 

applications, like e-census with privacy, which will also be considered in a future work. 
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